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MOVEMENTS TO SUPPORT

He is not a static player. He gets
out of his zone continuously to
support the midfielders. He drops
back and the moves in between
the lines with inside or outside
play. He supports in order to move
forward into attack.

BODY USE

He knows how to use his body to
displace the rival while being
marked and keep the possession.
He is quick to turn around himself. 

DEFENSIVE SACRIFICE

He is capable of regaining the ball
near the rival’s box, attacking
directly to leverage an
unorganized defense (or
midfielders) and creating a goal-
scoring chance. 
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AERIAL DUELS

He is always an option inside the
box. He makes diagonal runs and
looks for space to finish the play.
His reactions are quick and allow
him to attack the near post and
outplay the defender.  

ACCURATE FINISHING

Sometimes he makes one-touch
finishes when having not enough
time and space. In an ideal
opportunity, he makes one or two
touches to position his body well
and make a great shot. He is very
smart to anticipate the play.

OPEN SPACES

He is quick in open spaces. He has
good change of pace to overcome
rivals. Since he has the ability to
drive the ball forward, he is a key
player in transitions into attack.  
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@VINICIUSMINGOTTI

SOCIAL MEDIA

https://instagram.com/viniciusmingotti?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y%3D

